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WHY WON’T THE WHITE HOUSE
LET THE PRESIDENT READ THIS LETTER?

Bin Laden May Already Have
Nuclear Weapons
Dear Mr. President,
Al Qaeda may already have nuclear weapons.
There is strong evidence they may be at a base in Yemen that Israeli intelligence has conﬁrmed by
satellite.
But your top counter-terrorism advisor has refused to even look at the Israeli satellite photographs.
I am publishing this letter because senior members of the White House staff would not tell you U.S.
intelligence is ignoring the danger, or let you see the evidence.
Your terror advisor John Brennan declined concrete evidence offered him by an Israeli General, who
was his country’s top intelligence analyst, satellite photographs of a never before seen Al Qaeda base.
On January 11, 2010, Brennan sent an emissary from our embassy to General Yossi Kuperwasser,
who told him he had conﬁrmed the exact location I had named as an Al Qaeda base, and that it was
ﬁrst stated by a code in the Bible as the hide-out for nuclear weapons. Then it was photographed
by satellite.
The Bible Code revealed a dot in the desert picked from every place in the world, and every detail of
its structures. They were also conﬁrmed and photographed by satellite.
The code clearly states that Al Qaeda has nuclear weapons there. But Israel might lack the resources
to ﬁnd them. Only America has the technology to do it, and the U.S. already has forces in Yemen. But
Brennan never even looked at the evidence.
The survival of New York, Washington and Israel may be at stake.
You have stated the danger: “The spread of nuclear weapons could lead to the extermination of any
city on the planet.”
And you know about a code in the Bible that reveals the future.
Your friend Oprah Winfrey sent you a letter from me, when you were still a candidate, that made
two predictions:
“You will win the Democratic nomination and become President;
“You can, as President, prevent an otherwise nearly certain nuclear terror attack.”
The ﬁrst prediction, found a full year before your election, came true. You and your advisors should
not now ignore the second prediction. Fifteen million lives may depend on it.

Sincerely,
Michael Drosnin
Author,
Bible Code III:
Saving the World
www.thebiblecode.com

